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There are a couple of papers in ACM AB’s Web site

on the subject of their automatic measuring

systems. These papers were presented by Stefan

Askenfors in conferences like the recently held wire Prague.

I read these papers when I was researching the feature on

measurement and control systems so I thought that I

would hear nothing new in Mr. Askenfors’ discussion of

“Reduced material cost by replacing an old extrusion line

with a new.”  He is, however, so familiar with his material

that he can deliver it extemporaneously and it was one of

his asides that gave me food for thought. 

Now Stefan Askenfors looks good in a suit. That doesn’t

stop him, however, from speaking out against the “suits” in

the manufacturing sector. He was referring to a certain

managerial type, the kind whose first impulse when

confronted with the need to cut costs, cuts manpower.

Indeed, many technical innovations in wire and cable

machinery are initiated with this objective in mind. 

There are compelling reasons why wire and cable

manufacturers want less human intervention in the

production process. In this issue of Wire Industry alone,

Juan González Villar makes a case for the “fully automated

metallurgical facility . . . where wire-rod material is fed into

one end and the finished conductors emerge at the other.

This internal pipeline would directly link all of the

processing steps to each other. Parameters like twist

lengths and cross sections could be controlled by

corresponding variables and human hands would never

have to touch the material for as long as it is in process.” 

Pekka Silvennoinen implies that the variability of human

ability can make extending metallic tapes problematic.

“Even with the best welding equipment, the joint quality

depends on the operator, who needs to perform up to five

welding operations for a 10 km cable,” he wrote. 

Both authors, however, are making the case for

increased, if not total, automation in terms of increased

consistency in product quality. The need for enhanced

process efficiency is taken, as it always is, as a given. 

I don’t think that Mr. Askenfors has any problems with

engineers wanting more of efficiency, predictability, and

repeatability. What he does take issue with is the simple

equation of fewer operators on the production floor with

greater profits. That might have been the fashion in the

1980s when suits fresh from MBA schools were aping

Gordon Gekko in “Wall Street.” I think the line “greed is

good” was the message that audiences came away with

from that movie. The 1980s too were probably the time

when, as Mr. Askenfors recounts, one would have to be

“exceptionally stupid to lose money making wire or cable.” 

If somebody out there doesn’t know it yet, then I’m sorry

to have to tell you that we’re well on the other side of the

new millennium and that exceptionally clever people in

the wire and cable industry are losing money. It’s time,

perhaps, to quit picking on labour when the greatest

chunk of overhead goes to material costs. According to

ACM AB’s research, the cost of material, which has always

taken up the largest percentage of the total cost of cable

production when compared to that of machinery and

labour, is increasing. What was a 50 to 75% proportion of

the total cost in 2003 is now more likely to account for

80%. Two-thirds of that material cost would be spent on

the metal used, the remaining third on insulation. 

Technological innovation in machinery manufacture,

therefore, must be pursued with zero wastage rather than

zero personnel in mind. The difference that

this mindset makes might be so

subtle as to be negligible. But

then again, it might not. 

Gia Marie Gorbold
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